
Gold Avenue LocationGold Avenue is purposely built gold market ideally located on the 
emerging commercial hub of twin cities right in the center of 

Bahria paradise commercial. Offering great opportunity to the 
residents of twin cities of shopping gold from renowned brands 

under one roof by enjoying comfortable and serene environment.  

24/7 Utilities Backup

Security Surveillance

Passengers and Cargo Lifts

As part of the expansive Bahria Town, Gold Avenue location holds a prime position in Bahria Paradise on Main 
GT Road. With quick and easy access to Bahria,DHA,PWD and Islamabad. It boasts your business like never 

before. Enjoy the ease of connectivity through well-established road networks to major Gated Communities.

Spacious Corridors



Our priority still remains our clients, who are at 
the forefront of our achievements; from the 
exceptional real estate offerings across Pakistan 
to purchasers seeking outstanding investment 
opportunities. I encourage all businesses, buyers 
and sellers alike to take part in the ‘Realty 
Square Experience’ and to enjoy the 
professionalism you deserve as a 
Real estate Investor.
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Our goal is to become one of the leaders of real estate 
industry in Pakistan and UAE by designing and 

developing most modern and unique projects at 
extremely prime locations. Our main focus is to deliver 
most high-tech  buildings using latest equipment and 
methods in minimum time frame. We specialize in the 

Design, Development, Construction and Project 
Management. We proudly  introduce our prime project 

“Gold Avenue” in the heart of Bahira Paradise 
Commercial - a gold mine for investors.



Realty square international is one the leading real estate development 
conglomerate having vast experience of development and dynamic team of 

professionals in Pakistan and UAE.

We are highly privileged to conceive and launch GOLD AVENUE - a state of the art 
purposely built gold shopping complex which is the first ever development of its kind. 
most modern design, luxury amenities and ideal location makes it the first choice for 

investors as well as jewelry brands.
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